Second Grade Tic-Tac-Toe
Due: 10-11-19

Greater than & Less than

Use this link to work with
comparing numbers word
problems
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade2/greatest-and-least-word-problemsup-to-100
This website only lets you answer 10
questions per day for free.

ABC Order
Write your new Words of the Week
in ABC order.

read eat year dream feel
seen sleep week any money
Then use each word in a sentence. Check
for capitalization & punctuation marks!

Word Families

Science

Use our Hunks and Chunks from this
week and create 5 new words using
the following patterns:

“ing”
Then write a sentence using each
of your new words. You should have
5 sentences when you are finished.

Character traits analysis
We have been discussing how a
character makes us feel when we
read. Read a book and write a
sentence describing how the
character acts in this story. Now
write your opinion about the
character’s traits. What would you
have done if you were that
character?

Give an example of an object
that can be cut, an object that
can be folded, and an object
that can be melted. Draw a
picture and write a sentence
about how each object’s
physical properties change.

Social Studies
Tell about a landmark you have been
to or would like to visit one day.
You can draw pictures
and write sentences in
your journal or you can
create an electronic
diary entry using word, power point or
another format. Email the finished
work to your teacher to share with
your classmates.

*Read 20 minutes every day.

ow and ou words
Create an “I Spy” activity
and locate 10 items around
your home that have the ow
(like in cow) or ou sound
(like in out).
After, ask you parents or
siblings to try and find the
objects.
I spy something you sit on--couch

Math

Technology
You bought some candy for 10¢
and paid in all coins. What are
three different combinations
of coins that you could pay
with? Draw and label your
coins.

Use a form of technology to
write your words and create
sentences. You can use Word,
PPT (with pictures), or Notes.
You can print or email your
completed spelling practice to
your teacher.
read eat year dream feel
seen sleep week any money

*If you’re up for a challenge, come up
with a fourth combination!

Starting in the middle, choose any assignments to make 3 in a row. Be sure all work is done in
your Homework Spiral provided. Turn in all homework on Friday morning. Have fun!

